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Abstract—This paper deals with advanced Free Space Optics
communication technology. Two FSO nodes are needed in order
to make a connection. Laser diodes are used as light sources.
Simple OOK modulation is involved in this technology. FSO
system offers multiple advantages indeed. However, a direct
visibility is required in order to set up a communication link.
This fact yields perhaps the most significant weakness of this
technology. Obviously, there is no a chance to fight the weather
phenomena like fog, heavy rain, dust and many other particles
which are naturally present in the atmosphere. That’s why there
is a key task to find a suitable solution to keep FSO link working
with high reliability and availability. It turns out that it’s
necessary to have knowledge about weather situation when FSO
link operates (liquid water content - LWC, geographical location,
particle size distribution, average particle diameter, temperature,
humidity, wind conditions, pressure and many other variable
weather parameters. It’s obvious that having most of mentioned
parameter’s values stored in database (implicitly in charts) would
be really beneficial. This paper presents some of mentioned
indicators continuously gathered from several sensors located
close to one of FSO nodes.
Keywords—availability; reliability; FSO; application; sensors;
weather

I. INTRODUCTION
Free Space Optics is an advanced communication
technology which is based on a very simple operational
principle. It’s based on On/Off keying modulation combined
with suitable light sources (mainly by laser diodes with an
accurate spectral width. The high security system is just one of
the numerous advantages offered by FSO links. It’s almost
impossible to leak the information from the FSO
communication channel. The amount of detected/received
optical signal is one of the most important parameter at the
same time. It has been already mentioned that a direct visibility
between two FSO heads is strongly required. FSO link’s
operational wavelengths are situated within tree optical
windows (850, 1330 and 1550 nm). These wavelengths are
very close to an average particles size distributed in the
atmosphere. Optical signal gets attenuated significantly when
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interacting with these particles. There are basically two
interactions involved in attenuation process. It’s absorption of
the power (in form of heat) and a scattering phenomenon. Both
of them results in the same conclusion – signal loss. It’s
obvious that fog and rain play an important role for a FSO
transmission. That’s why it’s meaningful to monitor weather
conditions and behavior around the FSO systems, especially
fog and rain formation.
We have been dealing with fog sensor for several years at
our laboratory. This device can measure so called LWC
parameter [g/m3]. This LWC parameter can be recalculated to
visibility [m]. We dealt with statistical data collecting from this
device in previous years. This information is very useful from
the statistical point of view. It’s possible to evaluate an overall
FSO link availability and reliability during particular years
based on both LWC and Visibility parameters.
FSO links are generally backed up with Radio Frequency
(RF) links. Those are less sensitive when fog appears. On the
other hand, rain causes a significant attenuation for RF
systems. In order to estimate an accurate way to switch
between FSO link and RF in time, it would have been useful to
design a complex software and hardware system. This design
would automatically monitor FSO performance, switch to RF if
needed and send alert messages if desired. Software part of this
solution is based on open source (Nagios) monitoring project.
The overall system consists of database, python check scripts
executed in pre – scheduled time intervals, a web frontend
(securely accessible from internet), a low cost computer and
the actual sensors. The existing design collects raw LWC,
temperature, humidity, pressure, altitude data. All these
parameters are perpetually collected and stored in a database
and can be displayed in scalable charts. In fact, the FSO link
can be reliably switched back and forth to RF link based on this
data. As it has been already mentioned the fog and implicitly
visibility are the most important. These parameters are still
measured by the actual fog sensor. The final and the most
important task would be a setting of a LWC or Visibility
threshold. The threshold number comes out of the Steady
Model [1] software developed at out laboratory. This software
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provides a Max. Visibility value - recalculated back to LWC
value. Max. Visibility parameter is specifically calculated from
the actual FSO specification (for example FlightStrata 155E)
[2-10]. It turns out that LWC parameter measured by optical
Fog Sensor is being a key parameter.
II. WEATHER MONITORING AUTOMATION
A. Fog and Visibility measurement
Many papers, real measurements and theory have agreed
that fog – as one of the atmospheric effects – lowers the
receiving optical signal at both FSO nodes. Optical signal gets
mostly scattered at fog particles in the air. There is no way how
to suppress this fog appearance. However, it’s essential to
know when the fog will most likely be formed. That’s why it’s
reasonable to find the way to measure particle concentration in
atmosphere. More importantly it’s quite tricky to use a proper
method to process gathered data in order to make FSO link
working with high availability and reliability. Fog sensor is
measuring so called LWC parameter in [g/m3] (Fig. 1).
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This values Xi (lwc column from Fig. 2) has to be converted
through the following formula (1)

F  (Xi

5
0.5
,
 0.87)
1024
2.9

(1)

where -0.87 is an offset OFSET. This value needs to be tuned a
few times a year. This is considered as a disadvantage of this
system. However, it is important to empathize that this sensor
is only an experimental device. Presented concept can coexist
with any other device capable of a LWC measuring. LWC
seems to be an accurate switching indicator for FSO/RF
systems. The product of equation (1) is further multiplied by a
special [3] constant C = 0.7384 g/m3. It’s important to note that
F parameter from equation (1) has no unit. Finally, when
calculating the actual visibility, it’s possible to use the
following formula

V  0.024( LWC ) 0.65 [m].

(2)

III. SOFTWARE IMPEMENTATION
In past, there was a problem that particular sensors
standalone. There was a need to collect data from several
computers. It has been reduced now.
Low cost computer is capable of carrying several software
components such as database, web server etc.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2 below, we are currently testing a
new device. This is made of a mentioned computer with a
couple of sensors.

Fig. 1. Free Space Optics head (model Light Point – Flight Strata 155) on the
left. Fog sensor with ability of measuring different atmospohere paramteres
(temperature, humidity, preassure, altitude, lwc). This setup is located within a
campus of Technical University of Kosice (Vysokoskolska 4).

Much different software has been proposed since we started
using a fog sensor [3]. For fog sensor data is stored in a
standalone database. However, the latest software approach is
following a real time access to one united database system. The
latest design is already in a testing phase.

Sensors provide information about particular atmosphere
parameters which are processed on a computer side. We have
paid a quite a lot of attention to build a stable and reliable
software solution. Luckily, this has been achieved. The
following Fig. 3 presents a data flow from particular sensors to
the end uses through a graphical interface accessible from web
browser.

B. Calculations
Our experimental device (a fog sensor) collects three
parameters. The key one is so called LWC [g/m3]. All values
provides by this device (connected through the RS232 port)
comes to software in a raw form (voltage levels).

Fig. 2. A snapshot of paramaters (lwc, temperature and humidity) from Fog
sensor (online interactive check: http://fiber.web.tuke.sk/mon/index.php).
Fig. 3. Schematic data flow between sensors and a processing unit (a
comuter).
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Each sensor in the setup has a different communication port
and protocol. There is a main python script collecting all
necessary data from sensors and saves them in a database. In
the following step there is a web server running an open source
monitoring tool (Nagios) [12]. This server regularly contacts a
database, picks up pre – defined data and displays them in
charts.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows an entire data flow from the actual sensors
through the database, a server client to a frontend. A web
server frontend (deployed on a web server) is shown in Fig. 4.
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that something is wrong with FSO link thanks to this setup.
Periodically executed checks (scripts) are capable of the
following actions:


automatically initiate a process of switch to a backup
link,



send an email or SMS.

Each measured parameter has automatically charts
generated (four time windows - per day, per week, per month
and per year). These charts (see Fig. 5) will come up when
pressing a chart icon as it can be seen in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of each considered atmospheric parameter in
time (daily, weekly and monthly).

Fig. 4. A server web page (frontend). This element displays control checks
with a respect to the pre – defined thresholds. Eventually, this displays
information about: altitude, humidity, temperature,preassure and most
importnantly lwc [g/m3].

Each measured atmospheric parameter has a chart icon next
to its label. A green label color indicates that concerned
parameters are above a pre – defined threshold. When one of
the parameters drops under a certain level a label tends to get
red. This principle has a practical meaning especially for LWC
parameter. Parameters such as temperature, humidity have only
informational character so far.There are several means to notify
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of each considered atmospheric parameter in
time (daily, weekly and monthly).

Weekly LWC record is shown in Fig. 6. LWC parameter
fluctuates quite rapidly when atmosphere conditions changing
as it can be seen from this figure.
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Fig. 7. Liquid Water Content (LWC) [g/m3] a week representation 2015.

CONCLUSIONS
FSO links provide reliable communication usually over a
distance of a few kilometers. This advanced wireless
communication is indeed an accurate complementary part of
nowadays complex networks. FSO technology is quite
sensitive to the weather (mainly fog). FSO systems have to be
backed up in order to satisfy high availability communication
expectations. This paper proposed measuring of fog density in
form of LWC parameter. It’s important to consider the rain
attenuation when FSO link is switched to RF back up link.
Hoverer, this is not the aim of this paper. Proposed approach is
easily extendable in many other atmospheric phenomenon
which is not the only advantage. Future work is aimed to
process with received optical power [dBm] parameter
combined with LWC. The main goal of this paper is to propose
the universal and extendable monitoring system for FSO links.
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